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 Sunday morning in... 
Friday afternoon in the SQ lounge in Hong Kong on my way back to Cape Town.  Surely it will have stopped 
raining at last. Enjoyed a very pleasant week in Hong Kong and Macau.  I travelled all that way just for a 50 
minute slot at a conference but I guess it’s not how long you speak but what you’ve got to say that matters.  I’ll 
mention the hotel below...it was special.

Off to Joburg on Sunday for 2 days and then back to Cape Town for 10 days.  I’m doing a Sales Management and 
Coaching programme with a colleague from another consultancy.  It’s not very often you get these types of joint 
venture engagements and I’m looking forward to it...I’ll do the sales part with some SDI training and my colleague 
will look after the coaching elements.

Collecting my Toyota Auris on Wednesday...it’s got paddles to change gear with so you can imagine how much 
fun that’ll be and it means I won’t be fighting Cape Town traffic in the Patrol which is currently managing less than 
5kms to the litre.  It gets you round Africa really well but Cavendish shopping centre rather defeats it.

Sport continues...How good are Arsenal...and how good will Hamilton be this weekend..

Back next week with three tips as usual...
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Something in common??

Se arch ing f or Va lue

 A picture is worth a thousand words...

 This week we used, read, visited, played with....
I’ve been visiting Macau for many years now and it’s changing radically every visit.  It used to be a sleepy 
backwater but now it’s a cross between Pudong in Shanghai and Las Vegas Strip.
I stayed at the Venetian which is a clone of the Vegas version.  It’s probably bigger if anything and certainly more 
complex to explore.  I don’t know how many restaurants it’s got but it’d take you plenty long enough to find out.
The gambling is Chinese style...slow and drawn out.  I prefer a bit more action...but there’s no admitting that this is 
an impressive piece of architecture built to a high standard and from what I could see of the gambling it’s a money 
factory.  Macau has already overtaken Vegas in revenue terms and with more huge hotels being built it’ll dwarf 
Vegas in 5 years...but it still won’t have Vegas’ buzz.  Architecture can’t do that...it’s the people and that’s why I 
prefer the trip across the Mojave any day...and the poker’s better for one other thing.
Watched a Mike Leigh film on the plane...Happy Go Lucky.  It proves that you don’t need famous actors or a big 
budget to make great films.  I’m a fan of Mike Leigh.  Buy the vid...you’ll enjoy it...a nice chick flick.

This has to be true...you couldn’t make this up.

(09-25) 17:04 PDT Charleston, W.Va. (AP) --

A West Virginia man accused of passing gas and fanning it toward a police officer no longer faces a battery charge. The Kanawha 
County prosecutor’s office requested that the charge be dropped against 34-year-old Jose Cruz.
More News

According to a criminal complaint, Cruz passed gas and made a fanning motion toward patrolman T.E. Parsons after being taken 
to the police station for a breathalyzer test. Cruz denies fanning the gas and says his request to use a restroom when first arriving 
at the station was denied.

An assistant says Magistrate Jack Pauley signed a motion to dismiss the charge Thursday.

Cruz, who was arrested Tuesday, still faces driving under the influence and other charges.
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Too nice to be a seller
A lady I presented to this week came up to me afterwards and said that she 
enjoyed my talk but she could never sell like me because she felt she was too 
nice and it all seemed far too abrasive for her.

I asked her if she liked helping people and her eyes lit up.  You’ll know her SDI 
colour now, won’t you.

I explained that if you helped someone with a problem and they paid you 
for it then that was selling only it was a different type of selling...let’s call it 
relationship selling.

So that’s the Blue version of selling.  Let’s talk about the Green style...they’re 
often the expert sellers...product knowledge, problem solving...that’s what their 
customers are buying.

Red sellers are deal makers...fast and hard often.  New business is where 
you’ll frequently find them.

Hubs create options, are good members of sales teams.  Ideas come easily to 
them.

Lots of flavours of sellers...and that’s without the blends.  If you were a sales 
manager it would pay you to know this and of course it would be a double 
bonus if you could understand your clients in a similar fashion.
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400 not out
So this is the 400th sales tip...let’s talk about targets.

Give a seller a target and they’ll meet it...especially if there’s a bonus involved.

Once they’ve met it they then relax and save any extra business for the next 
period...there’s no point in murdering a target one month and have nothing in 
the tank for the next month.

The moment you give a seller a minimum it becomes a maximum.  I see it all 
the time on my training courses.  Give the participants a target of 50 to achieve 
and they get to 50 and shout “finished.”  No chance of the target ever being 
exceeded.

If you’re a sales manager then be very careful how you position your minimum 
numbers...remember that they’ll likely immediately to become maximums.

So will I rest on my laurels and relax at 400...not likely...401 comes next week.
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Free money
My talk in Macau this week was entitled: “The search for free money.”

I’m not sure if I coined this phrase...but there’s every chance I might have.

Free money is what you achieve when you exceed your target by high quality 
negotiation.

If you can get what you want and the other party is happy and then you can 
get even more and the other party is still satisfied then that incremental cash is 
free.  It drops straight on to the bottom line.  Pure gold.

Free money is the reward of the righteous negotiator.

It should be your target in every deal you make.


